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ABSTRACT 
Landsat MSS imagery was evaluated for its accuracy in delineating, mapping and classifying wetlands, 
catchment areas and land cover types. A comparison was made between results from Landsat MSS 
imagery, 1:25000 scale colour aerial photography and ground truth data, for the same area in the Coobidge 
Creek Catchment, Western Australia. 
Landsat MSS was found to be useful in identifying lakes as small as 0.4 ha with differing water chemistry. 
A comparison was made between the aerial photography based inventory (1988) and satellite image 
derived inventory (1984-1986). Analysis of the satellite based inventory helped to confirm high 
fluctuations in the water table of many wetlands in the catchment. 
Change detection images and bivariate plots of the image data indicate that the physical size of the 
wetland and a rainfall pattern are only some of the factors influencing wetlands appearance in the 
satellite image. Lakes of similar size, depth, of close proximity (eg. Lake Carbul, Kubitch and Gidong), 
varied significantly in the water volume between seasons. Very large lakes, such as Lake Gore fluctuate in 
their boundaries by as much as 400 m. 
Wetland water quality parameters could only be established in qualitative terms. For quantitative 
assessment, field checks coinciding with the satellite overpass would have to be arranged. Hence, it was 
not possible to establish water salinity in this study. Relative water turbidity, water depth and fringing 
vegetation were possible to compare using bivariate scatter plots. Changes within the same water body 
between the seasons were observable on the same plots overlayed for different dates. Limiting factors in 
water quality detection were water depth and size of the water body relative to the resolution of the 
sensor. 
Due to the limited time, a detailed comparison of the wetland classification scheme based on a 
unitemporal and multitemporal data set were not completed. Preliminary assessment indicates that the 
classification accuracy will improve if a separate training (image sampling) procedure is followed for each 
of the dates. This is primarily due to large radiance changes between the seasons of the same surfaces. It 
was hoped that some time would be saved if a common training data set could be used for classifying each 
image. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
One of the major needs of any catchment management plan is an inventory of the wetland resources to 
be protected. Traditional methods of obtaining inventories such as ground observations and aerial 
photography have been found to be too time consuming and expensive. Remote sensing from space 
affords both a practical and economic means for delineating and classifying wetlands. 
This study compares the effectiveness of ground surveys, aerial photography and Landsat Multispectral 
Scanner (MSS) imagery in mapping and monitoring wetlands. 
Objectives 
The initial objectives of this study were: 
(a) to compare the existing land based inventory of wetlands to a 1986 remote sensing 
inventory; 
(b) to determine seasonality of wetlands using remote sensing data 
(c) to establish whether wetland water quality in terms of salinity, turbidity, eutrophication, 
can be determined from Landsat MSS and TM imagery; 
(d) to compare a classification scheme of wetlands based on (i) unitemporal analysis (1986), and 
(ii) multitemporal analysis (1984-1986). 
2.0 STUDY AREA 
The study is confined to Coobidge Creek Catchment and parts of Coomalbidgup and Dalyup River 
catchments at the south coast of Western Australia between Esperance and Ravensthorpe. 
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This area lies between latitude 33°30'S, longitude 121°15'E, and latitude 34°00'S, longitude 121°45'E, and 
covers approximately an area of 1374 km2 (Froend, and Moezel, 1991). The wetland numbering system 
used by Froend, and Moezel (1991) has been applied throughout this study. 
Three land systems are present in this area, the Esperance Land System, the Scaddan Land System and the 
Young Land System. Table 2 shows more detail about these landforms. Refer to Froend, and Moezel, 
(1991) for the different soil types of this area. 
In general terms, it may be stated that the topography of the area is hilly, elevations on both the Coobidge 
and Coomalbidgup Creeks rising to approximately 140m AMSL. The gradients of the creeks are steeper to 
the south of the area . 
Coobidge and Coomalbidgup Creeks as well as the Dalyup River drain into B~rker Inlet. However, while 
the flow of the Coomalbidgup Creek is in a southerly direction through a well-defined outlet to Barker 
Inlet, Coobidge Creek drains first into the Lake Gore, Kubitch, Carbul, Quallilup and then west towards 
Barker Inlet, but only during years of well above average rainfall. 
According to a report by Gutteridge Haskins and Davey, Pty Ltd (199C) for the Agriculture Department, the 
Water Authority has no interest in the catchment as a potential surface water resource, because of "its 
distance from an urban area and partly because of the envisaged poor quality of runoff in the long term 
due to almost complete catchment clearing". Parts of this area however, specifically Coornalbidgup 
Swamp, Lake Gore and adjacent wetlands, are of great importance as fauna habitat (Froend and Moezel, 
1990). 
Clearing of the native and swamp vegetation, especially in the northern part of the area has created a 
problem of land degradation, increasing salinity and waterlogging. Flooding occurred in 1979, 1986 and 
1989, causing erosion, waterlogging and extensive native plant deaths. 
The mapping of these wetlands and the study of their seasonal changes and of the effects of flooding is, 
therefore, of significance to future monitoring of the effects of further degradation. 
3.0 DATA SOURCES 
Four data sources were used in this project: 
colour aerial photography 
topographic and soil maps 
ground measurements 
Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS) imagery. 
3.1 Aerial Photography 
Normal colour photographs No. WA2670Cc) Run 1-3 and WA2699Cc) run 3a-5 taken on 12.12.1988, 
showing the Coobidge Creek Catchment at a scale of 1:25000 were utilised in this study, mainly as a guide 
to choosing training areas for classification of the Landsat MSS imagery. 
3.2 Topographic Map 
A compilation sheet of a topographic map: 
(Part of SI 51-5 Ravensthorpe 
Moonanup 3130-11 
Job 830 290 
Part of SI 51-6 Esperance 
3230111 Lake Gore 
Job 830293) 
at a scale 1:50000 was used as additional supporting material to determine suitable training areas. 
A soil map from the Department of Agriculture of a scale of 1:50000 was also used. 
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3.3 Ground Truth Data 
Ground truth data in form of photographs, slides, water analysis (salinity, pH, trophic state) results and 
field observations were provided by Dr Ray Froend, who carried out an extensive study of the area in 
June 1990. 
3.4 Landsat MSS Imagery 
Three Landsat MSS images, a June 1984, January 1986, and August 1986 image, were used (Plates 1, 2, 3). 
The size of the images in 501 lines x 1201 pixels x 4 x 1 bands. 
4.0 REMOTE SENSING OF WATER RESOURCE ASSESSMEN'"( 
4.1 Overview of the methods 
The aim of this section is to introduce some concepts related to wafer resource assessment by remote 
detection techniques. Active techniques such as UV lasers and microwave techniques have been 
deliberately excluded from this discussion. Overview of these systems can be found in Colwell (1986). 
Wetlands, estuaries and river systems have been mapped using remote sensing methods for many years. 
The first tool used was black and white photography, later colour and colour infra-red photography. In 
this discussion aerial photography will be excluded as a separate category, as it's capacity for mapping has 
already been established elsewhere. Instead, multispectral scanners carried on aircraft and satellites will be 
examined in their ability to map water quality and quantity. In particular, reference will be made to 
Landsat Multispectral Scanner (MSS), Thematic Mapper (TM) and French SPOT satellite. 
Multispectral scanners on-board these satellites record information about the ground features within a 
relatively narrow section of the electromagnetic spectrum (EM). Table 1 summarises information related 
to band widths of multispectral scanners. 
Instrument Spectral bands (LJ.rn) IFOV * (rn) 
Landsat MSS 1. 0.5 - 0.4 (green) 79x79 
2. 0.6 - 0.7 red) 79x79 
3. 0.7- 0.8 (near IR) 79x79 
4. 0.8 - 1.1 (near IR) 79x 79 
Landsat TM 1. 0.45- 0.52 (blue) 30x30 
2. 0.52 - 0.60 (green) 30x30 
3. 0.62 - 0.69 (red) 30 x30 
4. 0.76- 0.90 (near IR) 30x30 
5. 1.55 - 1.75 (mid IR) ·30x30 
7. 2.08 - 2.35 (mid IR) 30x30 
6. 10.4 - 12.5 (thermal) 120 X 120 
SPOT 1. 0 50- 0.59 (green) 20x20 
2. 0.61 - 0.68 (red) 20x20 
3. 0.79 - 0.89 (near IR) 20x20 
* IFOV -Instantaneous Field Of View 
Table 1. Spectral and spatial resolution of Landsat MSS, TM and SPOT satellites. 
Remote sensing of water is gaining in importance in water resources management because of it's speed 
and quantitative approach. Due to the digital nature of the data it is possible to integrate remote sensing 
information with existing data bases, geographic information system and other spatial models of water 
resources. 
The likely projects involving remote sensing techniques of water include: 
1. Unitemporal mapping of wetlands and their geographical 
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distribution. 
2. Multitemporal study of changes in water extent, documenting flood events, differences 
between low and high rainfall seasons. 
3. Water quality assessment. 
4. Land cover within the catchment, remnant and fringing wetland vegetation mapping. 
Number of variables affecting remote sensing of physical water quality characteristics should be 
considered. They can be grouped into the following categories: geometry of the Sun, sensor and the 
sensed surface, atmospheric effects, surface water phenomena, bottom sedir;nents and water body itself. 
Salomonson (1983) provides a good overview of these effects. · 
Sunlight (solar radiation and diffuse skylight) entering a surface water body is subjected to depletion as a 
result of: 
absorption and scattering by pure water 
scattering, diffraction and reflection by suspended particles in impure water 
(Salomonson, 1983) 
Sun geometry is an important factor to consider in multitemporal studies. For the Esperance area, Sun 
altitude varies between 23° to 56° in June and December respectively (Figure 1). The coast off Esperance 
frequently has very strong winds carrying sea spray whereas spring and summer bushfires contribute 
significantly to the scattering of light in the short wavelenghts (mostly MSS 1 and 2). All atmospheric 
effects increase haze in the image, elevating the radiance values recorded by the sensor. In multitemporal 
studies care must be taken in analysing radiance values and comparing the image statistics. Haze affects 
mostly the shorter wavelenghts (MSS1 and MSS2). 
Surface water phenomena is negligible in small wetlands, however in waterbodies such as Lake Gore or 
Lake Quallilup they may produce elevated radiance values due to foam, waves or floating debris. 
Water colour and bottom sediments are probably more significant factors to consider. In winter water is 
often discoloured with tannin and suspended soil particles. During warmer part of the year algal blooms 
(especially in Lake Gore) would produce elev(lted infrared responses for the waterbody. Bottom sediments 
contribute significantly to the spectral response of a shallow wetlands, increasing the visible reflectance. 
Many of the wetland of the Coobidge catchment are very shallow and determination of the water 
chemistry may be impossible because of the blanketing effect of the bottom sediments. 
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Fig 1. Annual change in Sun altitude (calculated for Esperance, 9:45 am) 
Sabins (1986) quotes a study by Specht, Needlerand and Fritz (1973) where transmittance properties of a 10 
m column of four types-of water in the visible region of EM have been measured. The water types studied 
were: distilled, clear ocean water, coastal and bay water. 
Figure 2. shows the shift in peak in transmittance, as the amount of suspended material increases for 
coastal and bay water. Clear water did not have a distinctive peak, transmittance was equally high in blue 
and green region (0.4 - 0.6 11m), whereas coastal and bay water definitely moved towards a peak 
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transmittance in blue-green or green part of the spectrum. All of the water types showed negligible 
transmittance beyond red region. 
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· 4.2 Remote Sensing of Wetlands 
The usefulness of remote sensing data for wetland studies has been documented in a number of reports, 
some of which date back to 1964, when aerial photography was the main tool of remote sensing (Honey et 
al., 1978). Even though satellite imagery has become available in the past 20 years, aerial photography is 
still preferred by many biologists for wetland mapping and vegetation studies. Aerial photographs are 
perceived to be familiar and can be analysed economically using inexpensive instruments. Some research 
has been carried out using satellite imagery. For example the applicability of Landsat MSS in spectrally 
discriminating large wetlands and identifying broad wetland communities has been demonstrated by 
Work and Gilmer, 1976; and Gilmer et al., 1980. 
Most of the images selected for wetland mapping are spring or summer images which seem to provide 
most of the information on the scene (Work and Gilmer 1976; Jensen et al., 1986; Christensen et al., 1988). 
Work and Gilmer (1976) found that Landsat MSS band 4 (0.8 to 1.1 )lrn) was useful in detecting wetlands 
except for occasional omission errors that occurred in shallow ponds carrying high sediment loads. The 
best Landsat MSS bands for identifying live vegetation in low and high marsh plant communities were 
bands 1 (0.5-0.6 IJ.rn) and 2 (0.6-0.7 IJ.rn). 
Landsat MSS has been found to be able to recognise all lakes larger than 0.5 ha. The smallest wetland 
detected had a size of 0.13 ha (Work and Gilmer, 1976) . Dottario et al. (1984) concluded that "spatial, 
spectral and radiometric constraints limit the operational utility of Landsat MSS data for wetland 
mapping". 
Several studies were carried out on change detection (Weissrniller et al., 1977; Wickware and Howarth, 
1981; Christensen eta/., 1988), flood damage (Robinove, 1978; Green et al., 1983; Berkovich et al., 1987; 
Yamagata and Akiyama, 1988), water quality (Khorram, 1981; Lathrop and Lillesand, 1986) and others. 
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4.3 Interpretation of Satellite Imagery 
Image data from satellites and airborne scanners are widely available to researchers in digital format. · 
Satellite data is spatially arranged into small units called pixels and spectrally allocated into discrete 
brightness levels called digital numbers (Richards,1986). Image enhancement techniques applied to 
images help to visually interpret the data, in a similar manner as aerial photo interpretation. This 
approach based on visual extraction of information is known also as qualitative analysis. However the 
most important feature of satellite remote sensing is in identifying and assessing ground features by 
means of quantitative analysis. This process involves the identification of pixels, based on their digital 
values in different spectral bands. The procedures of quantitative analysis are classification based, that is, 
labels are attached to the pixels depending on their spectral characteristics (Richards, 1986; Wilkinson, 
1991). . 
4.4 Quantitative Analysis 
Two general approaches of classification are available to the interpreter; unsupervised and supervised 
classification. In unsupervised classification, the pixels in an image are allocated to spectral classes by the 
computer, and the analyst then has to define those spectral classes a posteriori. Supervised classification, 
on the other hand, requires that the analyst identifies the diffe~ent spectral classes prior to classification 
(Lillesand and Kiefer, 1979; Wallace and Campbell, 1990). Because supervised classification was used in 
this study, it will be described in more detail. 
Supervised classification follows the general model of pattern recognition, ie. , the initial training stage 
followed by the actual classification (Wilkinson, 1991; Wallace and Campbell,1990). In the training stage, 
the analyst identifies pixels in test images for which ground data is available. Image data is then divided 
into a set of ground cover types. The cover types may be information categories such as different types of 
water bodies, vegetation covers and man-made features. Following identification of training areas, a 
discriminator function has to be defined. This function will divide the image space into areas with 
different classification label allocations (Wallace and Campbell,1990) (figure 3). 
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One way of identifying information classes is to plot a pattern space, or multispectral vector space, in 
which each pixel of the image is plotted as a point with coordinates determined by the brightness value of 
the pixel in each component. On this plot, pixels corresponding to various ground cover types will form 
groups in the multispectral space (Richards, 1986). 
The usual condition in choosing suitable training areas in the image is that they are homogenous ~ 
and sufficiently separate between different training areas. 
The recommended size for training areas is, at least (n + 1) pixel observations, where n is the number of 
spectral bands (Richards, 1986). Generally, a minimum of 10 n to 100 n pixels is used. Furthermore, it is 
recommended that several smaller areas of a given class be chosen as training areas, instead of one large 
one (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1979). After all training areas have been selected, the category spectral response 
patterns have to be evaluated for their spectral separability. Depending on which classifier is going to be 
used, the training areas have to be checked for normal distribution (Richards, 1986). 
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In the classification stage, the training areas are used to estimate the parameters of the classifier algorithm 
used. Subsequently, using the trained classifier, each pixel in the image is allocated to one of the selected 
information classes ((Lillesand and Kiefer, 1979). 
The classification algorithm used in this project was the Gaussian Maximum Likelihood (ML) classifier, 
which assumes that the spectral responses of the training areas have normal distributions. This 
assumption makes it possible to describe the distribution of the category response patterns by the mean 
vector and the covariance matrix (Richards, 1986). These parameters, in turn, allow the computation of 
the probability of a given pixel value belonging to a particular land cover type. Wallace and Campbell 
(1990) have emphasised that allocation procedure only makes sense if there is a clear discrimination 
between classes. They have also noted that in many cases a multitemporal data set is necessary in 
analysing vegetation cover. 
While the maximum likelihood technique provides a high degree of classification accuracy, it can also be 
very costly due to the large number of computations and the time required to classify each pixel 
(Lillesand and Kiefer, 1979). The cost of the classification procedure may be red'uced by a process known as 
feature selection, in which features that have a limited contribution to the separation of spectral classes 
are eliminated. Feature selection identifies classes that are very similar in a multispectral space and 
should be pooled to avoid misclassification . 
Several methods have been developed that assess, in a quantitative way, the worth of features. A 
common method is to determine the mathematical separability of classes before and after feature 
selection (Richards, 1986). 
After the completion of the classification procedure, the accuracy of the results obtained has to be assessed, 
for this permits a degree of confidence be attached to the results. Furthermore, it will demonstrate 
whether the objectives of the analysis have been achieved. According to Richards (1986) accuracy 
assessment may be an empirical process whereby a sample of pixels from the thematic map is selected and 
their labels checked against classes identified from reference maps and others. The proportion of correctly 
and erroneously labelled pixels is determined and the results displayed in a tabular form, known as a 
confusion matrix (Richards, 1986). 
When no thematic map exists for the study area, another method of assessing accuracy has to be used. 
Upon completion of the maximum likelihood classification, two indices are attached to each pixel: the 
relative probabilities of membership and the typicality probabilities of belonging to the known spectral 
classes (Wallace and Campbell,1990). Assessment of classification accuracy can be accomplished by 
displaying probability and typicality indices for all pixels. Typicality thresholds can be applied to the image 
and atypical pixels of all known classes are then displayed in black. 
Both the confusion matrix and the typicality thresholds will determine whether the classification has to 
be repeated. 
5.0 METHODS 
5.1 Landsat MSS Imagery 
Three images, a June 1984, January 1986, and August 1986 image, were used (plates 1, 2, 3). Each image had 
4 bands, 501 lines by 1201 pixels. All images were co-registered prior to the analysis. 
The effectiveness of Landsat MSS imagery in mapping and studying wetlands was assessed by fieldwork 
and interpretation of aerial photography. The steps involved were: 
interpretation of normal colour photography 
interpretation and classification of Landsat MSS imagery. 
Seasonal and temporal changes were determined by comparing the three classified images. 
Photo interpretation, ground truth data and the analysis of the spectral classes in the image revealed a 
number of spectrally and spatially different wetlands. Because of this, the image was subdivided into five 
areas which were : 
1 - Lake Gore area 
2 - Moonanup Swamp 
3 - Coomalbidgup area 
4 - Lauriana wetlands 
5 - Uaremba w.etlands 
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6 c Lake Quallilup 
7 - Barker Inlet 
and are shown in plate 4. Enlargements of Lauriana lakes area are shown on plates 5 and 6. 
Unfortunately, only the Lake Gore area could be fully analysed due to limited time. As a consequence, 
only this area will be described in detail in this report. 
The Lake Gore area lies approximately between 6265000E, 355000N and 6250000E, 365000N which 
corresponds to Line 800, Pixel 230, on the top left and Line 1160, Pixel 445, on the bottom right of the 
image. It covers Lake Gore, Quallilup Lake, Lake Carbul (66), Lake Kubitch (65), Lakes 63, 95, 96, 200 and 
201, swamp, agricultural areas, Coobidge Creek channel, dunes and ocean (plates 1-3). The predominant 
landform is sand dune of the Gore Land System. 
Lake Gore, the largest lake, has been found to be hypo saline (3000-20000 mg/l) and alkaline (pH 8.5-10.5) 
(according to the classification used by Froend and van der Moezel (1991)). The remaining vegetation 
around this lake has been classified as shrubland/mallee. Lakes 66 and 65, to the west of Lake Gore, have 
also been found to have the same chemical properties as Lake Gore. Lakes 95 and 96 are both mesosali11e 
(20000-50000 mg/l) and mildly alkaline (pH 7.5-8.5) with natural undisturbed vegetation composed of 
shrubland. 
No ground truth information is available on the other lakes. However, lakes 200 and 201 appear to be dry 
on the image, while Quallilup Lake seems to have similar spectral properties to deep ocean water. 
Scatter plots of band ratio 4/1 versus band 1 were used to identify any multimodal classes and assess 
separability of different water bodies (plates 7 and 8). This procedure allowed determining and 
subdividing training areas. Figure 4 summarizes the information content of plates 7 and 8. 
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The photo interpretation was limited to identifying only wetlands and other water bodies, as these were 
the features of main interest. Other features such as man-made objects (eg., roads, dams, houses), 
vegetation types (eg., crop, pasture, native vegetation) and others were only identified in a broad manner. 
For the purpose of rapid identification of large and obvious wetlands, monocular analysis was used. 
Stereoscopic analysis was utilised to identify the rest of the wetlands, using basic interpretation elements 
such as size, shape, shadow, tone, texture, pattern, site, association and resolution. 
The identified wetlands and their characteristics, such as salinity, pH, shape, eutrophic state, vegetation 
and others, were used as a guide in determining training areas for classification of the MSS data. 
However, as the dates of aerial photography, map and ground truthing differ by several years, 
inaccuracies due to temporal variations were expected when using these data as a reference for 
positioning the training areas. These possible errors will· be taken into account in the final 
recommendations. 
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Landsat MSS Digital Image Processing and Analysis 
(a) Unitemporal Image Analysis 
Landsat MSS digital image processing was performed using "A-Image" software developed by CSIRO 
(Campbell and Wallace, 1987) on a Commodore Amiga 2000 personal computer. 
Both band combinations and scatter plots were performed on all three images to select the image that 
provided the best discrimination between classes. In addition to this, spectral plots for the June 1984, 
January 1986 and August 1986 images were plotted to establish whether seasonality influenced spectral 
separability of the classes. These spectral plots were drawn using the mean digital numbers, DN, of the 
training areas (figures 5, 6 and 7). 
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Single band pseudocolour displays (plate 9 and 10), band combinations and ratios of different bands, as 
described by Richards (1986) and Myers (1983) were tested to find the best combination that provided good 
discrimination between the different classes on the images (plates 11, 12 and 13). 
Change detection 
In order to examine seasonality of the wetlands, change detection images were generated for all three 
dates available (June 1984, January 1986, August 1986). Simple image subtraction was not very effective. 
Instead, band 4 (NIR) of two dates was allocated to three colour guns in the following manner: 
Colour Gun 
Blue 
Green 
Red 
Three images were created in th4t manner (plates 11 - 13). 
Image classification 
Band4 
Date 1 
Date 1 
Date 2 
The first area to be classified was the Lake Gore area of the January 1986 image. Initially, 90 training sites 
were selected, of which the majority were from homogeneous regions (table 3). As may be noted from 
this table, nearly all wetlands on the image were trained to avoid the introduction of bias due to the 
selection of only the "most typical" training areas. According to Dozier and Strahler (1983), the selection·~ 
of only typical training sites restricts the variance of the training data by excluding the atypical members 
of the information class. 
Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) was undertaken on the 90 training areas to demonstrate maximum 
class separability. To reduce the occurrence of clustering of or overlapping between information classes, 
the canonical variate plot was enlarged and then plotted on graph paper. Following this, the Maximum 
Likelihood (ML) classification algorithm was applied to the 90 training sites. The result of this 
classification· procedure was displayed in the form of a thematic map. However, with the software 
utilised, only 14 classes can be displayed at any one time. Consequently, the 90 classes were pooled into 14 
superclasses for display purposes only (table 4) (plate 14). Several thresholds were applied to the classified 
image to assess the accuracy of the classification. It became evident that some classes had to be pooled and 
others deleted to ensure higher accuracy. 
For this purpose, two approaches were followed. In the first, the 90 classes were pooled into 29 
superclasses (table 5) based on the clustering of the spectral classes on the canonical variate plot and the 
thematic map. These superclasses were reclassified based on the Posterior Probability (PP) algorithm. A 
number of thresholds were applied to the results. Again, in order to display all classes on one thematic 
map it was necessary to pool them into 14 classes (table 6). 
ln the second app-roach, canonical variate analysis was carried out only for the clustered classes. 
Furthermore, feature selection was carried out for both clusters (tables 7 and 8) and additional canonical 
variate analysis was carried out using only a subset of bands. Based on the results obtained in the CVA's 
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the training areas were reordered, resulting in only 66 classes (table 9). Canonical variates were computed 
for this new set of data (figure 8) as well as within and between class separability (table 10). 
Following this, the 66 classes were pooled into 15 classes for classification by the maximum likelihood 
classification algorithm (table 11). As a result, the thematic map was obtained (plate 15) (table 12). Again, 
thresholds were applied to assess classification accuracy. 
(b) Multitemporal Image Analysis 
The three images of Lake Gore were combined resulting in one 12-band co-registered image. From these 
twelve bands, the first four belonged to the January 1986 image, and the following bands to the August 
1986 and June 1984 images respectively. 
Fifty-seven training areas were chosen on the combined image (table 13). Following this, the degree of 
separability between the spectral classes was ·examined by a multivariate generalisation of the between-to-
within ratio of variances (table 14). 
Canonical variate analysis was also carried out for the original 12 bands and for 11, 10, 9 and 8 bands to 
determine which of the band combinations provided the best discrimination between classes without 
losing too much information. 
CV A was carried out for the three major clusters shown on the original 12-band CVA, so that the training 
areas could be re-organised. The remaining 54 classes were pooled into 25 superclasses (table 15) for 
classification. 
Maximum likelihood classification and different levels of threshold were applied to these superclasses. 
6.0 RESULTS 
6.1 Photo interpretation 
All wetlands recorded on the topographic map and those found during the field survey were identified 
on the photographs and marked on overlays. 
6.2 Digital Image Analysis 
Unitemporal Image Analysis: 
Figures 5, 6 and 7, the spectral plots of the image, show that the best discrimination of classes is obtained 
in the longer wavelengths (bands 3 and 4). Bands 1 and 2 do not provide a good separation of wetlands, 
but they seem to separate native vegetation and wetlands from agricultural areas. A greater degree of 
spectral separability of wetlands is present in the January image, while the waterbodies tend to become 
more homogeneous in August . 
From the different bands tested to obtain the highest degree of wetland identification, band 4 was found to 
be the most useful, delineating even those wetlands that could only be identified with difficulty on aerial 
photographs and in the field. One example of this is in the area of the Lauriana Lakes. Most of these lakes 
could hardly be identified on aerial photographs and on the normal three colour, January a:nd August 
1986 images (plates 5 and 6). On the August 1986 image (plate 6) some of them were identified but could 
not be precisely delineated. This, however, was achieved by displaying only band 4 (near infra -red) in the 
winter image with a logarithmic stretch. Plates 9 and 10 show in pseudo colour the effectiveness of band 4 
in detecting the Lauriana Lakes on the January and August 1986 image. 
Plates 7 and 8 show scatter plots for the January 1986 and August 1986 Lake Gore images. The major 
difference between these two plots is that features are more spread over the plot in the January 1986 than 
in the August 1986 plot, where all spectral classes are more clustered. In general, all pure vegetation pixels 
are found on a small line on the top of the plot, while deeper, clear waterbodies are found on the bottom 
of the plot. Figure 4 shows the separation of the spectral classes. It is also interesting to look at scatter plots 
which show how digital numbers of a particular water body change between the seasons (figure 9). On 
this figure Lake Gore digital numbers have been plotted for all three dates. In January, when the water 
levels in the lake were lowest, radiance in both visible and infrared are very high. In winter on the other 
hand radiance values in the visible are significantly smaller (see Appendix 2 for rainfall data). 
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Plates 9 and 10 show Lauriana Lakes in pseudocolour. Band 4 (NIR) for each date (January 1986 and 
August 1986) has been displayed. Very high values in digital numbers are shown in red (bare soils, dry 
vegetation). Low values in these two images depict water bodies in blue. Both images had a logarithmic 
stretch applied to the histogram. In green are shown moist areas along the Coobidge Creek or around 
some larger swamp areas. In January only 3 small water bodies are detectable. In aerial photographs, these 
can barely be seen, because fringing vegetation has been removed and colour of the water closely follows 
that of the surrounding soils. In August an additional dozen or so waterbodies can be seen in the central 
part of the image. 
Change detection images on plates 11 - 13 indicate that boundaries of even large waterbodies such as Lake 
Gore can shift by 5 or 6 pixels, which is an equivalent to approximately 300 rn on the ground. On plate 11, 
the difference between June 1984 and January 1986 in shown. Areas in red had no water in January (for 
example: Lake Carbul, 200 and 201). In blue - green are shown areas dry in June, but having water in 
January. This carne as a surprise, because June is in the middle of the wet season. The areas concerned are: 
the eastern and north - eastern parts of Lake Gore, Lakes 95 and 96. In a similar fashion, plate 12 shows the 
difference between January and August 1986. In red are shown the areas dry in January. Slight reddish 
colour over the central and western part of Lake Gore indicates shallow water in January, where bottom 
sediments contribute significantly to the radiance measured by the satellite. Plate 13 depicts the difference 
between June 1984 and August 1986. Again, because June band 4 was allocated to the red colour gun, in 
red are shown areas dry in June, with high radiance values. On all plates 11 - 13 no - change areas are 
shown in black or grey. 
6.3 Results of the image classification. 
The sum of the canonical roots, obtained from the canonical variate analysis of the 90 training areas, was 
45.208. The four roots were 23.99, 12.89, 6.219 and 2.112, thus the first two canonical variates explain 81.5% 
of the between site separation. 
Good separation was only obtained between the following classes: shallow ocean, beach, Lake 201, Lake 
Carbul (lake 66), darn, dune and dune vegetation. The other classes were all found in two major clusters. 
Cluster 1 was mainly composed of dry lakes, sandy areas, agricultural areas and native vegetation. In 
Cluster 2, waterbodies, such as Lake Gore, Lake 95, Lakes 96 and 63, Quallilup Lake and deep ocean could 
be found. When those clusters were drawn on graph paper, the apparent overlapping disappeared. 
Initially, maximum likelihood classification was carried out on all 90 classes. 
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Plate 14 shows the thematic map resulting from this classification. Misclassification occurred primarily on 
agricultural vegetation and sandy areas such as dunes and beach sand. 
Table 5 represents the 29 classes resulting from the pooling of similar and spectrally overlapping classes 
from the original 90 training sites. 
The clusters on CV A plots shows that some classes were redundant and could be deleted, while others 
could be pooled. Table 9 enumerates the remaining 66 classes and their identities. Figure 8 displays the 
CVA of these 66 classes. Due to class overlap, not all of them could be shown, however information 
classes have been labelled. The sum of canonical roots was 38.56 and they were: 19.92, 11.83, 5.088, 1.73. 
CVI and CVII only accounted for 54.72% of the separation between sites, however, a better separation of 
the classes was observed on this plot (figure 8). It can be seen that some of the classes such as: swamp, 
native vegetation and some agriculture could not be separated. The log ratio was 8.403 for all bands (table 
10), however, the separation was reduced to 87.7% when three bands were used (1, 2, 4). 
Based on the observed class separation, the 66 classes were pooled into 15 superclasses (table 11) and 
classified. Plate 15 shows the resulting thematic map to which a five per cent threshold has been applied 
with colour allocation as shown in table 12. The main area misclassified was the dam, but this object is of 
secondary importance to this project. The different agricultural areas have been classified correctly, as well 
as a large percentage of the smaller wetlands west of Lake Gore were also classified correctly. Typicality 
values of all classes, except for the dam, were all relatively high. 
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6.4 Multitemporal Image Analysis. 
Table 13 shows the training areas chosen for the combined 12 band Lake Gore image. Less training areas 
were chosen this time, based on the experience acquired in the previous classification. The sum of roots 
was 100.08 and the 12 canonical roots were 43.00, 23.93, 9.374, 7.767, 6.436, 4.572, 1.569, 1.088, 1.003, 0.5697, 
0.4269 and 0.3425, thus 94.94% of the between site separation is explained by the first six canonical variates. 
In general, a good separation of the classes was observed in this CVA. However, three major clumps were 
still present which were analysed independently by CV A's. Only three classes were found to be redundant 
and were deleted from subsequent calculations. An additional CV A was carried out for the remaining 54 
classes. The sum of roots of the new set of classes was 102.1998. The canonical roots were 44.28, 24.69, 9.593, 
7.903, 6.450, 4.490, 1.548, 1.031, 0.940, 0.5979, 0.4103 and 0.3140. Ninety per cent of the between site 
separation is explained by the first five canonical variates. The separation of the classes was similar to that 
of the 57 classes. 
The index of separation carried out (table 14) on the 57 classes shows that the log ratio is 18.710 for all 
bands, but only reduces to 91.94% of that separation when nine bands are used (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11). The 
54 classes were pooled into 25 superclasses (table 15) and the classification was carried out on nine bands. 
7.0 DISCUSSION 
Colour aerial photography proved, as was expected, a useful tool in mapping wetlands. The high spatial 
resolution of the photographs resulted in the easy identification of terrain features. 
As mentioned previously, all wetlands recorded on the topographic map and those located during the 
field survey were found on the photographs. However, some problems were encountered with small, 
shallow lakes, where the fringing vegetation has been removed and the lake bed has been overgrown by 
pasture. Examples of this are the Uaremba and Lauriana Lakes. Problems were also found when 
delineating wetlands overgrown by vegetation, when no water was visible on the photographs 
(Coomalbidgup Swamp). 
The spectral plot obtained to determine the separability of wetland spectral classes (figures 5, 6 and 7) 
show that a great variance in spectral response patterns is present. The differing spectral characteristics of 
these wetlands seem to indicate that these water bodies are highly heterogeneous. According to Estrin 
(1986), the reason for wetland heterogeneity is due to the varying vegetation species and their location 
"within an environment of varying moisture content". While these factors may have contributed to the 
different and sometimes overlapping spectral signatures observed, other factors, such as land degradation 
due to grazing and salinity, sediment content and water chemistry, may have also played a role. 
Band 4 (NIR) was one of the most useful bands in discriminating water. Generally, water reflects only 
about 10 per cent or less in the blue-green wavelengths (band 1), a decreasing percentage in the red (MS 
band 2) and no energy in the infra-red range (MSS bands 3 and 4) (figure 2). However, if the water is 
shallow enough to permit reflection from the bottom and, if the water contains a high sediment load, an 
increase in water reflection, due to the bottom material or suspended matter, will occur, including a small 
amount in the near infra-red range (MSS bands 3 and 4) (Richards, 1986). As most of the wetlands in the 
image were shallow and/or contained suspended sediments, band 4 was able to identify them. 
Furthermore, even if the water had not had any sediments, it was still going to be the darkest body in the 
image in the infra-red bands, because no reflection occurs at these wavelengths. These findings coincide 
with Work and Gilmer (1976) who concluded that, MSS band 4 is the best to identify open surface waters. 
The January image was found to be the one with most ground information for wetland mapping. This 
may be deduced from the spectral plots and the scatter plots. A greater degree of spectral separability of the 
wetlands was present in the January month (figure 6), while the water bodies tended to become more 
homogeneous in August (figure 7). The obvious reason for this is higher water levels, due to winter 
rainfalls, decrease the heterogeneity of these wetlands by decreasing the differences in salinity; pH, 
sediment load and trophic states. 
The observed changes in spectral characteristics, however, have to be considered with caution. According 
to Christensen et al. (1988), " ... atmospheric and phenological variation between dates can sometimes be 
mistaken for real change or no change". Furthermore, it has been shown that, depending on the time of 
the year, identical spectral conditions may be produced for two quite different wetland classes, by a 
combination of ground material, soil moisture, water level and relative canopy closure (Christensen et 
al., 1988). Similar results were found by Stewart eta/. (1980) who reported that the use of satellite imagery 
acquired at the height of the growing season was not to be recommended for mapping wetlands. The 
reason for this is that the amount of standing biomass and the increased leaf area index (LAI) would 
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"cause the various vegetation types to exhibit similar canopy reflectance characteristics throughout the 
visible and near infra-red wavelengths". 
According to Jensen et al. (1986) many plant species are dormant in the dry season. This dormant 
vegetation and the exposed sandy soil underlying the vegetation produces elevated reflectance than other 
classes, especially in the red and near infra-red. 
Differences in spectral responses between January and August 1986 could be observed in plate 7 and 8. In 
January, the spectral classes were more widely spread on the plot than in the August plot. However, on 
both plots, the location of the main information classes seemed to be the same, that is, pure vegetation 
pixels on the top of the image, while deeper, clear water bodies could be found on the bottom of the plot. 
The reason for this behaviour of the different spectral classes mc:ty be better understood if one examines 
the digital numbers of each class (Appendix 1). As may be noted, water has, as expected, low digital counts 
in band 4. Compared to this, vegetation tends to have high digital numbers Jn band 4 (as expected from 
figure 2), and the same values as water in band 1. By dividing band 4 by band 1, a considerable degree of 
separation could be obtained (Appendix 1), having vegetation relative high values compared to water. 
Therefore, vegetation pixels will have the highest values in the 4/1 ratio (MSS4/MSS1). 
The diagram displayed in figure 4 summarises the separation of the different information classes. 
Tables 3 - 5 show the description of the 90 training areas chosen. While it was intended to train solely on 
homogeneous, representative sites, this was not always possible and a series of problems was encountered 
during the training stage. Some wetlands which had been identified as independent spectral classes, were 
smaller than the recommended training area size of n x 1 pixels (5). Many of these wetlands only 
consisted of one or two pixels and could, therefore, not be used as training sites. Other wetlands and some 
vegetation types were found to consist solely of mixed pixels, that is, they were not spectrally 
homogeneous. Such example may be viewed in plate 5, the Lauriana Lakes. 
The fact that such a large number of mixed pixels were found is not surprising in this complex 
environment, given the size of the wetlands. Boundary pixels result from the ground resolution of the 
sensor and represent not only one homogeneous ground category, but several. 
Posterior probability analysis highlighted a number a these small heterogeneous training sites of wetlands 
as poorely classified. In all cases, the pixels in those wetlands were allocated to several information classes 
and no classification procedure was able to improve this situation. 
From the three classification procedures used in the unitemporal image analysis, the last one, based on 66 
training areas proved the most successful. Low classification accuracy were obtained after the first 
classification. However, this is to be expected because it was the first trial. Nevertheless, it allowed 
determining whether similar or overlapping classes were present; whether training areas were 
redundant and could be deleted or whether they could be pooled to form superclasses. Several classes 
were confused in this first classification, the most likely reason for this being the presence of mixed pixels. 
These mixed pixels are the direct result of the heterogeneous distribution and variable phenology of the 
various wetland types analysed. 
Better results may have been obtained from the Posterior Probability (PP) classification based on 29 classes, 
if some training areas had been deleted. The last procedure proved to be the most successful, mainly 
because the overlapping spectral classes were analysed more carefully and because the redundant training 
areas were deleted. 
7.1 Multitemporal image analysis. 
It was not possible to provide results related to all of the project objectives. The reasons for this are varied. 
Firstly, the study area was very large with a variety of heterogeneous wetlands. This made the 
classification of the whole area impossible in a relatively short time allowed for an Independent Study 
Contract. 
Because the photographs and the ground truth data were on different dates from the satellite imagery, the 
image interpretation was mostly based on the spectral response patterns of the scene. Therefore, the 
mapping accuracy obtained was going to depend upon the classification accuracy of the individual image. 
Consequently, great care had to be given to the training stage and the classification stage, and each step 
had to be repeated several times until the desired and acceptable accuracy were obtained. 
Ground truth data seem to provide more adequate information for wetland mapping than aerial 
photography and Landsat MSS data. However, extensive field collection of wetland data has been found 
to be impractical. Jensen et al. (1986) stated several reasons for this. It is difficult to traverse and navigate 
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in the wetland environment. Positioning of survey sites may be limited to locations accessible by a car or 
a boat. Field mapping for large areas using traditional methods is too costly and time consuming. 
Aerial photography may, depending on the scale, provide sufficient spatial resolution to detect even 
small wetlands. However, the acquisition of aerial photographs for an extensive area may also prove too 
expensive, especially if colour photography is used. Moreover, colour and infra-red aerial photography 
have been found to have relatively poor spectral resolution (Jensen et al., 1986). This would make the 
identification of some of the species of wetland vegetation types, based solely on their spectral 
characteristics, in the 0.4 - 0.9 j.l.m region nearly impossible. Jensen et al. (1986) concluded that " ... very little 
quantitative information about the spectral nature of inland wetland vegetation is available from aerial 
photography". Multitemporal analysis of wetlands with aerial photography is also restricted by the fact 
that no yearly coverage is available of any one area in Western Australia outside populated areas. Because 
of their analogue format, aerial photographs are more difficult to incorprate in digital data bases. 
Landsat MSS has been demonstrated to be useful for spectral discrimination of large vegetated wetlands 
(Gammon and Carter, 1979, Gilmer et al., 1980). Because of its relatively coarse spatial resolution, Landsat 
MSS data are limited in their ability to resolve small habitat features (Gilmer et al., 1980). Work and 
Gilmer (1976) found that wetlands had to be at least 0.4 hectare in size to be recognised by Landsat MSS. 
However, the recognition of those wetlands was dependent upon whether those water bodies were 
wholly included in one pixel or fractionally distributed over several pixels. 
While one Landsat image may be very expensive, near-continuous global coverage is available since 1976, 
so that multitemporal analysis and change. detection studies may be carried out. Because all three 
approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, a combination of all three methods would provide 
the most accurate mapping results. 
Remote sensing from space has a great potential of becoming one of the prime tools used in the 
management of water resources. Satellite imagery is at present already being utilised in areas such as 
wetland mapping, monitoring, change detection and water quality studies and, even though the actual 
sensing systems are limited by their spatial and spectral resolution, the continuously developing 
technology may provide remote sensing sensors that may detect areas as small as 10 metres. That this may 
soon become a reality can be deduced from the history of present satellites. 
One major advantage that satellite imagery provides to the resource manager is that large and remote 
areas may be examined in a relatively short time and at considerable ease, in terms of avoiding extensive 
field work and their disadvantages. 
8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
Within the Lake Gore Lakes area, Landsat MSS imagery provided useful information for wetland 
mapping, with the identification of lakes as small as 0.4 hectares and small river channels being fairly 
consistently recorded. Several different land cover types can be identified using Landsat MSS imagery. 
In terms of image enhancement, the most useful band combination for the January 1986 images was 
bands 1, 2, 4 and for the combined image, bands 1, 2, 3, 4 of the January 1986 image, bands 1, 2, 4 of the 
August 1986 and bands 2, 3 of the June 1984 image. Band 4 (of any one date) displayed in pseudo colour 
delineates most of the wetlands. Change detection between different dates was accomplished by allocation 
of band 4 (NIR) of two dates to three separate colour guns. 
Compared to satellite imagery, colour aerial photography provides more detailed information on the 
condition of wetlands and estimates of surface water area are only limited by its spatial resolution. 
However, its limited radiometric resolution does not allow to assess quantitatively factors such as 
salinity, pH, depth and sediment load. For this type of information, ground sampling is necessary. 
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Table 2 Soil Types and Landform Descriptions within the Coobidge Creek Catchment 
SOIL TYPE 
a. Esperan~:e Land S~stem 
1 Gravelly, yellow, mottled Fleming gravelly sand Dy5.02 
duplex soil. Gravel layer < 30 
ern deep. 
2 Gravelly, yellow, mottled Fleming and Gibson sand Dy5.82 
duplex soil. Gravel layer 
30-80 ern deep 
3 Podzol (deep uniform sand) Corinup sand Uc2.21 
4 Yellow, mottled duplex soil Boyatup sand Dy5.42 
with a columnar structured 
subsoil 
b. Scaddan Land S~stern 
3 Podzol (deep uniform sand) Heart Echo sand Uc2.21 
7 Alkaline, yellow, duplex soil Scaddan sand Dy4.43 
with a columnar structured 
subsoil 
8 Alkaline, yellow duplex soil Circle Valley sand Dy4.83 
9 Olive-grey calcareous Beete calcareous sandy Gcl1.12 
gradational soil loam 
10 Brown uniform sand Red Lake sand Uc5.11 
11 Red-brown, calcareous Kurnarl clay loam Gcl1.12 
gradational soil 
c. Y Q!Jng Land S~stern 
Y3 Podzol (deep uniform sand) Corinup sand Uc2.21 
Y4 Alluvial sand Dalyup sand Uc5.11 
Y1 Yellow, duplex soil- rock Dy4.82 
association 
----
Taken from Froend and Moezel (1991). 
... 
Table 2 (cont. .. ) 
MAP 
SYMBOL 
LANDFORM 
LANDFORM DESCRIPTION 
a. Esperance and Scaddan Land System 
I Level plain; slope <1 %; relief <9 m 
G Gently undulating plain; slope 1-3%; relief <9 m 
U Undulating plain; slope 3-10%; relief 9-50 m 
Ur Undulating rises; slope 3-10%; relief 9-50 m 
V Minor incised river valleys; slope 3-10%; relief <30m 
D Longitudinal sand dunes 
H Lunettes 
b. Young Land System 
Y4 Alluvial flood plain 
Y1 Major incised river valleys; slopes 3-10%; relief >30 m 
Y5 Poorly drained, saline valley floors 
c. Common Landform Elements to All Systems 
S Salt affected land 
Sd Saline drainage lines 
R Outcrops of granite bedrock 
Os Salt lakes 
Op Paperbark swamps 
Cy Yate swamps 
Cd Winter wet waterlogged depressions 
Taken from Froend and Moezel (1991) . 
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Table 3 Description of 90 Training Sites 
No. of 
Class. No. observations Description of Site 
1 42 Lake Gore 
2 30 Lake Gore 
3 36 Lake Gore 
4 20 Lake Gore 
5 72 East Lake Gore (dry) 
6 32 East Lake Gore (dry) 
7 48 Quallilup Lake 
8 12 Lake 66 
9 8 Lake 96 
10 6 Lake 200 
11 16 Lake 200 
12 12 Lake 201 
13 20 Dune 
14 9 Dune 
15 20 Dune vegetation 
16 35 Shallow ocean 
17 112 Deep ocean 
18 35 Native vegetation 
19 30 Native vegetation 
20 25 Native vegetation 
21 16 Native vegetation 
22 10 Native vegetation 
23 9 Agriculture 
24 9 Agriculture 
25 10 Dam 
26 8 Agriculture 
27 20 Agriculture 
28 14 Agriculture 
29 96 Swamp 
30 84 Swamp 
31 50 Deep ocean 
32 25 Deep ocean 
33 16 Deep ocean 
I 34 16 Ocean shore 
35 12 Ocean shore 
36 12 Ocean shore 
37 20 Ocean shore 
38 16 . ·Beach 
39 16 Beach 
40 12 Quallilup Lake 
41 15 Quallilup Lake 
42 16 Quallilup Lake 
43 16 Quallilup Lake 
44 12 Quallilup Lake shore 
45 16 Quallilup Lake shore 
... 
28 
46 20 Sandy areas 
47 18 Sandy areas 
48 16 Sandy areas 
49 16 Sandy areas 
50 16 Sandy areas 
51 12 Sandy areas 
52 16 Lake 63 
53 16 Lake 63 
54 16 Lake 63 
55 16 Lake 63 ~ 
56 16 Lake 63 
57 16 Lake 63 
58 16 Lake 63 
59 16 Lake 63 
60 16 Lake 63 
61 16 , Lake 63 
62 16 Lake 63 
63 16 Lake 63 
64 15 Lake 66 
65 12 Lake 66 
66 16 Lake 65 
67 16 Lake 65 
68 16 Lake 95 
69 12 Lake 96 
70 12 Lake 96 
71 20 Lake 200 
72 16 Lake 201 
73 16 Native Vegetation Coobidge Creek 
74 12 Native Vegetation Coobidge Creek 
75 16 Native Vegetation Coobidge Creek 
76 15 Stressed Vegetation 
77 16 Stressed Vegetation 
78 16 Coornalbidgup Swamp 
79 16 Native Vegetation 
80 16 Native Vegetation 
81 16 Native Vegetation 
82 16 Native Vegetation 
83 16 Native Vegetation 
84 16 Agriculture /Pasture 
85 16 Agriculture /Pasture 
86 16 Agriculture /Pasture 
87 16 Agriculture /Pasture 
88 16 Agriculture I Crop 
89 16 Agriculture/ Crop 
90 15 ·Agriculture /Pasture 
-----
~ 
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Table 4 Lake Gore Classification Map. Pooling 90 classes into 14 for display purposes 
Displayed 
Class No. Name Identity (training area no) Colour 
1 Lake Gore 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 49 Navy blue 
2 Dry lakes 10, 11, 12, 71, 72 Red 
3 Sandy areas 6, 8, 13, 14, 15, 38, 39, 44, 47, Yellow 
48, 50, 51, 64 
4 Lakes 200,201 9,68, 69,70 Violet 
5 Agriculture 23,24,28,77,88,89 Brown 
6 Agriculture 26, 27, 46, 75, 76, 78, 84, 85, Orange 
86,87,90 
7 Lake 63 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, Dark grey 
60, 61, 62, 63 
8 Native vegetation 29,30,73,74,80 Light grey 
9 Native vegetation 21,22 Light green 
10 Native vegetation 18, 20,83 Dark green 
11 Native vegetation 19, 79, 81, 82 Moss green 
12 Ocean 7, 16, 17, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, Dark blue 
Quallilup Lake 36,37,40,41,42,43,45 
13 Lake 65 66,67 Light blue 
14 Dam 25 White 
l 
I 
• 
30 
Table 5 Pooling of 90 Classes into 29 Superclasses for Posterior Probability Classification 
Identity 
Superclass No. Name (Training area number) 
1 Lake Gore 1,2,3,4 
2 Quallilup Lake 7, 40, 41, 42, 43 
3 Lake 63 51-63 
4 Lake 65 66,67 
5 ' Lake 66 65 
6 Lake 95 68 
7 Lake 96 9, 69, 70 
8 Dry lakes (200, 201) 10, 11, 12, 71, 72 
9 Lake outlining 5 
10 Beach sand 38,39 
11 Ocean shore 34,35 I 
12 Shallow ocean 16, 36,37 I 
13 Deep ocean 17, 31, 32, 33 
14 Dune 6, 13, 14,44 
15 Dune vegetation 15 
_j 
16 Coomalbidgup Swamp 29,30 I 
17 Dist. vegetation 26, 27, 75, 76, 78, 85 
. 
18 Agric./stressed veg. 23,24,28,77,88,89 
19 Agriculture 84 
20 Agric./ sand 46, 86, 87, 90 
21 Sandy areas 47, 48, 49,50 
22 Sandy areas 8,64 
23 Disturbed veg. South L. Gore 45 
24 Native veg. (Coobidge Creek) 73,74,80 
25 Native veg. (South L.Q.) 18, 20,83 
26 Native vegetation 81 
27 Native vegetation 19, 79,82 
28 Native vegetation 21,22 
29 Dam 25 
31 
Table 6 Lake Gore Posterior Probability Classification Map 
Superclass Displayed 
No. Name Identity colour 
1 Lake Gore, Lake 95, Lake 63 1, 3, 6 Blue 
2 Dam 29 Red 
3 Sandy areas 20, 21,22 Yellow 
4 Coomalbidgup Swamp 16 Violet 
5 Dune vegetation 15 Brown 
6 Disturbed/ stressed vegetation 17, 18, 19 Orange 
7 Lake 66 5 Dark grey < 
8 Dry lakes 8 Light grey 
9 Lake outlining disturbed veg. 9,23 Light green 
10 Native vegetation 24,25 Dark green 
11 Native vegetation 26, 27,28 Moss green 
12 Quallilup Lake, L.65, L.96, ocean 2, 4, 7,13 Dark blue 
13 Shallow ocean 11,12 Light blue 
14 Dune, beach 10,14 White 
-------- --
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Table 7 Index of Separation, Cluster 1 
for 1 
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) band 
0.863104E-D1 2.4498052 2 
0.979239E-D1 2.3235650 1 i 
.135749 1.9969471 3 
.141109 1.9582190 4 
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) for 2 bands 
0.862090E-D2 4.7535653 2 4 
0.975546E-D2 4.6299290 2 3 
0.108407E-D1 4.5244483 1 4 
0.120877E-D1 4.4155670 1 3 
0.166876E-D1 4.0930910 3 4 
0.241257E-01 3.7244780 1 2 
----
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) for 3 bands 
0.288639E-D2 5.8477500 1 2 4 
0.292058E-D2 5.8359740 1 2 3 
0.315348E-D2 5.7592500 2 3 4 
0.578752E-02 5.1520510 1 3 4 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 4 bands 
0.144842E-D2 6.5372820 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 
33 
Table 8 Index of Separation, Cluster 2 
for 1 
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) band 
0.200771E-01 3.9081760 4 
0.259261E-01 3.6525034 3 
0.405246E-01 3.2058450 2 
0.424338E-01 3.1598100 1 
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) for 2 bands 
0.182580E-02 6.3057360 1 4 
0.233507E-02 6.0597150 2 4 
0.265814E-02 5.9301280 3 4 
0.276327E-02 5.8913412 1 3 
0.432263E-02 5.4438900 2 3 
0.952025E-02 4.6543340 1 2 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 3 bands 
0.526530E-03 7.5492020 1 3 4 
0.788079E-03 7.1459120 2 3 4 
0.103800E-02 6.8704552 1 2 4 
0.182992E-02 6.3034853 1 2 3 
-
I det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) for 4 bands 
I 0.350104E-03 7.9572800 1 I 2 I 3 1 __ 4_, 
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Table 9 Description of 66 Classes 
Class No. Original Class Name 
1 TR1 Lake Gore 
2 TR2 Lake Gore ' 
3 TR3 Lake Gore 
4 TR4 Lake Gore 
5 TR5 East Lake Gore 
6 TR6 East Lake Gore 
7 TR7 Quallilup Lake 
8 TR8 Lake 66 ~ 
9 TR9 Lake96 
10 TR10 Lake 200 
11 TRll Lake 200 
12 TR12 Lake 201 
13 TR13 Dune 
14 TR14 Dune 
15 TR15 Dune vegetation 
16 TR16 Shallow ocean 
17 TR17 Deep ocean 
18 TR20 Native vegetation 
19 TR21 Native vegetation 
20 TR22 ·Native vegetation 
21 TR23 Agriculture 
I 22 TR24 Agriculture 
23 TR25 Dam 
24 TR26 Agriculture 
25 TR28 Agriculture 
26 TR29 Coomalbidgup Swamp 
27 TR30 Coomalbidgup Swamp 
28 TR31 Deep ocean 
29 TR33 Deep ocean 
30 TR34 Ocean shore 
31 TR35 Ocean shore 
32 TR36 Ocean shore 
33 TR37 Ocean shore 
34 TR38 Beach 
35 TR39 Beach 
36 TR40 Quallilup Lake 
37 TR44 Quallilup Lake shore 
38 TR45 Quallilup Lake Shore 
39 TR47 Sandy areas 
40 TR48 Sandy areas 
41 TR49 Sandy areas 
42 TR50 Sandy areas 
43 TR55 Lake 63 
44 TR61 Lake 63 
45 . .TR64 Lake 66 
·---- --
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46 TR65 Lake 66 
47 TR66 Lake 65 
48 TR67 Lake 65 ~ 
49 TR68 Lake 95 
50 TR69 Lake96 
51 TR70 Lake96 
52 TR71 Lake 200 
53 TR72 Lake 201 
54 TR73 Native vegetation 
Coobidge Creek J 
55 TR74 Native vegetation 
I Coobidge Creek 
56 TR75 Native vegetation 
Coobidge Creek 
57 TR78 Coomalbidgup Swamp I 
58 TR79 Native vegetation 
59 TR80 Native vegetatfon I 
60 TR81 Native vegetation 
61 TR82 Native vegetation 
62 TR84 Agriculture I pasture 
63 TR85 Agriculture I pasture 
64 TR86 Agriculture I pasture 
65 TR88 Agriculture/ crop 
66 . TR90 Agriculture I pasture 
36 
Table 10 Index of Separation, 66 Gasses 
for 1 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) band i 
0.493810£-01 3.0081900 3 I I 
0.496026£-01 3.0037121 4 
0.647215£-01 2.7376630 2 
0.677686£-01 2.6916570 1 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 2 bands 
0.413362£-02 5.4886020 1 3 
0.432446£-02 5.4434680 1 4 
0.517361£-02 5.2641850 1 2 I 
0.544758£-02 5.2125844 2 4 
0.571716£-02 5.1642832 2 3 ' 
0.667574£-02 5.0092754 3 4 . 
det(W)I det(W+B) log (ratio) for 3 bands 
0.630256£-03 7.3693840 1 2 4 
0.718769£-03 7.2379703 1 2 3 
0.887270£-03 7.0273613 1 3 4 
0.180910£-02 6.3149280 2 3 4 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 4 bands 
0.224244£-03 8.4027740 1 I 2, I 3 I 4 : 
·---- ··-------···· ------
Table 11 Pooling of 66 Gasses for Classification 
Class No. Identity 
1 1,2,3,4,5,9,47,48,50 
2 7,17,26,28,29,36,43,44,49,51 ! 
3 15 
4 6,8,10,11,39,40,41,42,45,52 
5 18,19,20,54,55,56,58,59,60,61,62 
6 21, 22, 25, 65 
7 24,27,38,57,63,64,66 
8 16, 32,33 
9 34,35 
10 12,53 
11 13, 14 
12 23 
13 46 
14 30,31 
15 37 
l 
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Table 12 Map of Classification Result 2 
Superclass Displayed 
No. Name Identity Colour 
1 Lake Gore, Lake 96, Lake 65 1 Blue 
2 Dam 12 Red 
3 Beach sand 9 Yellow 
4 Quallilup Lake Shore 15 Violet 
5 Dune vegetation 3 Brown 
6 Crop 6 Orange 
7 Lake 201 10 Dark Grey 
8 Lake 200, dry lakes, sandy areas 4 Light Grey 
9 Crop, pasture, swamp 7 Light Green 
10 Native vegetation 5 Dark Green 
11 Ocean shore 14 Moss Green 
12 Quallilup Lake, deep ocean, 2 Dark Blue 
Coomalbidgup Swamp, Lake 63, 
Lake 96, Lake 95 
13 Shallow ocean, Lake 66 8,13 Light Blue 
14 Dune 11 White 
' 
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Table 13 Description of 57 Classes of Combined Image 
No. of 
Class No. Observations Description of Site 
1 33 Lake Gore 
2 35 Lake Gore 
3 25 Lake Gore 
4 24 Lake Gore 
5 16 Lake 66 
6 16 Lake 65 
7 16 Lake 65 
8 25 Lake 63 
9 12 Lake95 
10 10 Lake 96 
11 16 Lake 96 
12 16 Dry Lakes (200) 
13 16 Dry Lakes (201) 
14 15 Dry lakes (201) 
15 28 Sandy lake areas (east L. Gore) 
16 12 Sandy lake areas (Lake 66) 
17 16 Quallilup Lake 
18 16 Quallilup Lake 
19 ·20 Dune 
' 20 16 Dune 
I 
21 20 Dune vegetation I 
22 9 Beach sand 
23 20 Beach sand 
24 20 Ocean shore 
25 16 Ocean shore 
26 16 Deep ocean 
27 16 Deep ocean 
28 54 Lake perimeter 
I 29 16 Native vegetation, Coobidge Creek 
I 30 20 Native vegetation, Coobidge Creek 
31 12 Native vegetation, Coobidge Creek 
32 14 Native vegetation, South Quallilup Lake 
33 16 Native vegetation, South Quallilup Lake 
34 16 Native vegetation 
35 12 Native vegetation 
36 16 Native Vegetation 
37 16 Native vegetation 
38 16 Native vegetation 
39 20 Agriculture I stressed vegetation 
40 12 L_A~riculture/ stressed vegetation 
- - ··- ··--···-- - -···- ··- -~--------~~ 
39 
41 16 Agriculture/ stressed vegetation 
42 16 Agriculture/ stressed vegetation 
43 20 Agriculture/light crop 
44 9 Agriculture/ sand 
45 15 Agriculture/ sand 
46 16 Agriculture I sand 
47 16 Disturbed vegetation 
48 16 Disturbed vegetation 
49 16 Disturbed vegetation 
50 16 Disturbed vegetation 
51 84 Coomalbidgup Swamp 
52 42 Coomalbidgup Swamp 
53 10 Dam 
54 18 Sandy areas 
55 16 Sandy areas 
56 16 Sandy areas 
57 16 Sandy areas 
40 
Table 14 Index of Separation, 57 Gasses 
for 1 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) band 
0.380982E-01 3.2675890 7 
0.384145E-01 3.2593193 8 
0.400721E-01 3.2170760 3 
0.427213E-01 3.1530570 4 
0.443185E-01 3.1163540 2 
0.467133E-01 3.8637270 1 
0.477157E-01 3.8424940 11 
0.578891E-01 2.8492260 12 
0.623782E-01 2.7745400 10 
0.673501E-01 2.6978510 6 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 2 bands 
0.189535E-02 6.2683500 1 8 
0.199325E-02 6.2179880 2 8 
0.203857E-02 6.1955041 1 7 
0.223701E-02 6.1026134 2 7 
0.226425E-02 6.0905094 3 8 
0.264193E-02 5.9362473 1 4 
0.264638E-02 5.9345622 3 7 
0.283355E-02 5.8662233 8 10 
0.287976E-02 5.8508498 1 3 
0.288295E-02 5.8489422 6 7 
det(W)Idet(W+B) log (ratio) for 3 bands 
0.215130E-03 8.4442672 1 3 8 
0.221972E-03 8.4129571 1 4 8 
0.229708E-03 8.3787002 1 3 7 
0.233247E-03 8.3634110 1 4 7 
0.238316E-03 8.3419113 1 6 7 
0.239008E-03 8.3390130 2 4 8 
0.242808E-03 8.3232402 1 6 8 
0.243217E-03 8.3215560 2 3 8 
0.244320E-03 8.3170310 2 6 7 
0.249656E-03 8.2954254 1 2 8 
det(W)Idet(W+B) log (ratio) for 4 bands 
0.251762E-04 10.5896100 1 3 6 7 
0.254861E-04 10.5773800 1 3 6 8 
0.259132E-04 10.5607600 1 4 6 7 
0.265953E-04 10.5347800 2 4 6 7 
0.266117E-04 10.5341600 1 4 6 8 
0.268124E-04 10.5266430 2 3 6 7 
0.280825E-04 10.4803700 2 4 6 8 
~-
0.281966E-04 10.4763100 2 3 6 8 
-
0.312448E-04 10.3736600 1 2 
- ~ -- - 8 __ ~ 
-- ---
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0.317 481E-04 10.3576800 1 2 6 7 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 5 bands 
0.380938E-05 12.4780430 1 2 4 6 7 
0.391432E-05 12.4508700 1 2 4 6 8 
0.397053E-05 12.4366100 1 2 3 6 7 
0.403648£-05 12.4201400 1 2 3 6 8 
0.550399£-05 12.1100400 1 2 4 5 8 
0.553269E-05 12.1848400 1 3 6 8 11 
0.555822E-05 12.1002330 1 4 6 8 11 
0.559345E-05 12.0939140 1 2 4 5 7 
0.560732E-05 12.0914400 1 2 3 5 8 
0.564783E-05 12.0842400 1 4 6 7 11 
-- --
_L__ -- -----
--- -- - - -- ---
det(W)Idet(W+B) log (ratio) for 6 bands 
0.914968E-06 13.9843800 1 2 4 6 8 11 
0.922078E-06 13.8966400 1 2 4 6 7 11 
0.948691E-86 13.8766500 1 2 3 6 8 11 
0 .952631E-06 13.8640400 1 3 6 8 10 11 
0.955619E-06 13.8609100 1 4 6 8 10 11 
0.960908E-06 13.8553900 1 4 6 7 10 11 
0.961065E-06 13.8552230 1 2 3 6 7 11 
0.972612E-06 13.8432800 1 3 6 7 10 11 
0.100449E-05 13.8118400 1 2 4 6 8 12 
0.101740E-05 13.7982630 1 2 4 6 7 12 
' 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 7 bands 
0.185225E-06 15.5016940 1 2 4 6 7 10 11 
0.185518E-06 15.5001130 1 2 4 6 8 10 11 
0.192295E-06 15.4642330 1 2 3 6 8 10 11 
0.194556E-06 15.4525440 1 2 3 6 7 10 11 
0.242332E-06 15.2329600 1 2 4 5 8 10 11 
0.246523£-06 15.2158110 1 2 3 5 8 10 11 
0.248544E-06 15.2076500 1 2 4 6 8 9 11 
0.249493E-06 15.2038400 1 2 4 6 7 9 11 
0.251971E-06 15.1939500 1 2 4 5 7 10 11 
0.258286E-06 15.1692000 1 2 3 5 7 10 11 
det(W)Idet(W+B) log (ratio) for 8 bands 
0.739680E-07 16.4196310 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 11 -
0.753128£-07 16.4016200 1 2 3 4 6 7 10 11 
0.797136E-07 16.3448300 1 2 4 5 6 8 10 11 
j 0.808551E-07 16.3306100 1 2 4 5 6 7 10 11 0.819368£-07 16.3173200 1 2 3 5 6 8 10 11 
I 
I 
L 
0.836804£-07 16.2962600 1 2 3 5 6 7 10 11 
0.933073£-07 16.1873700 1 2 3 4 5 8 10 11 
0.968839E-07 16.1497510 1 2 3 4 5 7 10 11 
'---
42 
0.996721E-D7 16.1213800 1 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 11 
0.102050E-D6 16.8978100 1 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 11 
- -·--·---·-·--
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) for 9 bands 
0.335742E-D7 17.2095100 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 11 
0.342708E-D7 17.1889720 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 
0.416371E-D7 16.9942740 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10 11 
0.419578E-D7 16.9866000 1 2 3 . 4 6 8 10. 11 12 
0.425010E-D7 16.9737400 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10 11 
0.427726E-D7 16.9673700 1 2 3 4 6 7 10 11 12~ 
0.445600E-D7 16.9262500 1 2 3 5 6 8 10 11 12 
0.445864E-D7 16.9258400 1 2 4 5 6 8 10 11 12 
0.453101E-D7 16.9097400 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 11 
0.453121E-D7 16.9096900 1 2 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 
det(W) I det(W +B) log (ratio) for 10 bands 
0.190450E-D7 17.7764620 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 11 12 
0.194627E-D7 17.7547640 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 11 12 
0.206847E-D7 17.6938720 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 
0.212250E-D7 17.6680900 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 i 
0.218240E-D7 17.6402530 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 
0.235782E-D7 17.5629400 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 10 11 12 
0.240972E-D7 17.5411700 1 2 3 4 6 7 9 10 11 12 
0.252959E-D7 17.4926240 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 11 12 
0.259323E-D7 17.4677800 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 12 
0.262095E-D7 17.4571430 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) for 11 bands 
0.117 405E-D7 18.2602200 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 
0.120238E-D7 18.2363800 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 
0.123751E-D7 18.2075800 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 
0.132107E-D7 18.1422400 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
0.148491E-D7 18.0253300 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0.154719E-D7 17.9842410 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 
0.174224E-D7 17.8655100 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0.176081E-D7 17.8549100 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
0.190264E-D7 17.7774400 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 121 
0.197785E-D7 17.7386700 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12] 
det(W)/det(W+B) log (ratio) for 12 bands 
0.748602E-D8 18.7102300 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 110 111 j12 
l_ 
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Table 15 Pooling of 54 Classes for Classification 
Super Class No. Identity 
1 1,2,3,4 
2 6, 7 
3 10,11 
4 8 
5 9 
6 27 
7 49,50 ... 
8 17, 18,26 < 
9 33 
10 31,32 
11 29,30,28 
12 35,36,37 
13 34 
14 52,54 
15 42,43,44,45,47 
16 38,39,41 
17 19,20 
18 51 
19 21 
20 14, 22, 23 
21 5, 12, 13 
22 15,16,53 
23 46,48 
24 40 
25 24,25 
Note: Classes 56, 27, 44 were deleted. 
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Appendixl 
Digital Number For Some Ground Cover Types 
Ground Cover Typical Digital Number Ratio 
Band 1 Band 2 Band 4 Band4/BandL 
Lake Gore 84 69 23 0.2738 
Quallilup Lake 49 31 13 0.2653 
Lake 66 132 138 93.5 0.7083 
Lake 65 84 73 28 0.333 
Lake 63 52 37 17.5 0.3365 
Lake 200 133 124 79 0.5940 
Ocean 44 29 16 0.3636 
Dune 219 241 181 0.8265 
Native Vegetation 52 39 76.5 1.4712 
Crop 78.5 85 94 1.1975 
--··--- ---- - --- -
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Appendix2 
Rainfall data for Coobidge Creek 1984 - 1991 
Rainfall 1984-1987 
200 
E 
E 1 50 • Rainfall 1984 
c: 
1 00 0 Rainfall f985 
iii 
- 50 c: iii Ill Rainfall 1986 
a: 
0 J-..U~~~,W.W,W.W~"LU,....,....~~ml 
~ N M V ~ W ~ 00 m 0 ~ N 
Ill Rainfall 1987 
Month numbe1 
Rainfall 1988-1991 
E 200 
• Rainfall 1988 
E 
150 0 Rainfall 1989 
= 100 Ill Rainfall 1990 
I'CS 
-c: 50 
·; Ill Rainfall 1991 
a: 
0 ~ N M V ~ W ~ 00 m 0 ~ N 
Month numbe1 
Plate 1. 
June 1984 image of Lake Gore area. Band combination shown is 1, 2, 4 for BGR colour guns. Logarithmic 
stretch was applied to the image histogram. 
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Plate 2. 
January 1986 image of Lake Gore area. Band combination shown is 1, 2, 4 for BGR colour guns 
Logarithmic stretch was applied to the image histogram. 
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Plate 3. 
August 1986 image of Lake Gore area. Band combination shown is 1, 2, 4 for BGR colour guns. 
Logarithmic stretch was applied to the image histogram . 
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Plate 4. 
June 1984 image of Coobidge Creek catchment. Band combination shown is 1, 2, 4 for BGR colour guns. 
Logarithmic stretch was applied to the image histogram. Locations of different wetlands are shown: 1 -
Lake Gore area, 2 - Moonanup Swamp, 3 - Coomalbidgup Swamp, 4 - Lauriana wetlands, 5 - Uaremba 
wetlands, 6- Lake Quallilup, 7- Barker Inlet. 
-, 
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• 
Plate 5. 
Image of Lauriana Lakes, January 1986. Band combination shown is 1, 2, 4 for BGR colour guns. 
Logarithmic stretch )Vas applied to the image histogram . 
50 
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Plate 6. 
Image of Lauriana Lakes, August 1986 Band combination shown is 1, 2, 4 for BGR colour guns. 
Logarithmic stretch was applied to the image histogram . 
.. 
·-~ 
Plate 7. 
January 1986, scatter plot of parts of Lake Gore area. 
Horizontal axis represents digital numbers in band 1 (green), whereas vertical axis shows a ratio of band 
4/band 1 (NIR/green). The information classes are: yellow- Lake Gore, blue- Quallilup Lake, grgm-
ocean, red -Lake Kubitch, ~-Lake Carbul, aqua green- Lake Gidong, aqua blue -Lake 200, brick red -
dune, violet- native vegetation, tan- crop,~- shallow coastal water. 
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Plate 8. 
August 1986, scatter plot of parts of Lake Gore area. Same pixels were chosen as on plate 7. Horizontal axis 
represents digital numbers in band 1 (green), whereas vertical axis shows a ratio of band 4/band 1 
(NIR/green). The information classes are: yellow - Lake Gore, .hl,yg_ - Quallilup Lake, gum- ocean,~­
Lake Kubitch, purple- Lake Carbul, aqua green- Lake Gidong, aqua blue- Lake 200, brick red- dune, 
violet- native vegetation, tan- crop,~- shallow coastal water. 
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Plate 9. 
January 1986 image of Lauriana Lakes. Band 4 (NIR) has been displayed in pseuducolour, logarithmic 
-stretch has been applied to the image histogram. Areas in blue represent water bodies, areas in green, 
moist or very densely vegetated areas along the Coobidge Creek (on the right hand side of the image). 
Highly reflective surfaces devoid of vegetation are depicted in red. 
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Plate 10. 
August 1986 image of Lauriana Lakes. Band 4 (NIR) has been displayed in pseuducolour, logarithmic 
stretch has been applied to the image histogram. Areas in blue represent water bodies, areas in green, 
moist or very densely vegetated areas along the Coobidge Creek (on the right hand side of the image). 
Highly reflective surfaces devoid of vegetation are depicted in red. 
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Plate 11. 
Change detection image for the Lake Gore area. Change between June 1984 and January 1986 is shown. 
Band allocation for BGR display was: blue -band 4 of June 1984, green- band 4 of June 1984, red- band 4 
of January 1986. Logarithmic stretch was applied to the image histogram. In red are shown the areas dry 
in January 1986 but wet in June 1984, in blue- areas dry in June but wet in January. Areas of no change are 
shown in white, grey or black. 
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Plate 12. 
Change detection image for the Lake Gore area. Change between August 1986 and January 1986 is shown. 
Band allocation for BGR display was: blue - band 4 of August 1986, green - band 4 of August 1986, red -
band 4 of January 1986. Logarithmic stretch was applied to the image histogram. In red are shown the 
areas dry in January 1986 but wet in August 1986, in blue - areas dry in August but wet in January. Areas 
of no change are shown in white, grey or black. 
-, 
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Plate 13. 
Change detection image for the Lake Gore area. Change between August 1986 and June 1984 is shown. 
Band allocation for BGR display was: blue - band 4 of August 1986, green- band 4 of August 1986, red -
band 4 of June 1984. Logarithmic stretch was applied to the image histogram. In red are shown the areas 
dry in June 1984 but wet in August 1986, in blue- areas dry in August but wet in June. Areas of no change 
are shown in white, grey or black. 
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Plate 14. 
Lake Gore classification map based on January 1986 image with 90 training areas. The information classes 
are: 1 - Lake Gore, 2 - dry lakes, 3 - sandy areas, 4- Lakes 200 and 201, 5- agriculture, 6 -agriculture, 7- Lake 
63, 8 - native vegetation, 9 - native vegetation, 10 - native vegetation, 11 - native vegetation, 12 - ocean 
and Quallilup Lake, 13 -Lake 65, 14- dam. Identities of the classes are shown also in table 4. 
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Plate 15. 
Lake Gore classification map based on January 1986 image with 66 training areas. The information classes 
are: 1 - Lake Gore, Lake 96 and 65, 2 - dam 3 - beach sand, 4 - Quallilup Lake shore, 5 - dune vegetation, 6 -
agriculture, 7 - Lake 201, 8 - Lake 200, dry lakes, sandy areas, 9 - crop, pasture, swamp, 10 - native 
vegetation, 11 - ocean shore, 12 - deep ocean, Quallilup Lake, Coomalbidgup Swamp, Lake 63, Lake 96, 
Lake 95, 13 - shallow ocean, Lake 66, 14- dune. Identities of the classes are shown also in table 12. 
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GLOSSARY 
Albedo - (Reflection coefficient) - total radiant reflectance of natural objects. The albedo coefficient for the 
Earth is measured at the Earth's surface and is defined as the ratio of the EMR (electromagnetic energy) 
incident on a section of the earth surface to the EMR reflected by this surface. Usually it is the ratio of the 
radiant flux reflected in all directions by a surface to that falling on it. 
Diffuse reflectance - (Lambertian) the surface is greater in height variations than the wavelength of the 
incident energy - it is a rough surface and the energy is reflected more or less uniformly in all directions. 
DN- Digital number, for the 8 -bit data there will be 256 brightness levels representing reflectance of the 
pixel of the ground scene. It can be converted to radiance. 
Emissivity - ratio of radiant exitance of the measured object and that of the blackbody. 
EMR- electromagnetic radiation. 
IFOV- Instantaneous field of view of the sensor. 
LAI - The leaf area index. It is a botanical index and normally requires substantial amount of fieldwork. It 
is possible to derive it's values from the remote sensing imagery as a linear combination of different 
spectral bands. In the botanical sense it is the cumulative one - sided leaf area per unit ground area from 
the top surface of a stand to a plane usually at a ground level. 
MSS- Multispectral Scanner, a sensor on board Landsat satellites. 
NDVI - Normalised difference vegetation index. It is expressed by the following ratio: 
NDVI = ( NIR - RED ) I ( NIR + RED ) 
Similar effect has the SWIR I NIR ratio. The latter is influenced by the short wave infrared portion of the 
spectrum, where moisture content influences reflectance. 
NIR - Near infra red. 
Pixel - picture element. It is a smallest resolvable image element. It has both, the spectral and the spatial 
aspects. 
Radiance - ( L ) -describes what actually is measured by the sensor: total energy radiated by a unit area per 
solid angle of measurement( Curran,1988). 
Reflectance - ratio of the reflected power to the total power incident or incoming to the surface per unit 
area of irradiated surface. This quantity is also known as the radiant reflectance. 
Scatter plot - Diagram, which shows a two - variable frequency distribution by plotting a symbol at each 
data point. Commonly a scatter plot of the radiance values of red vs infra red are generated to examine 
status of the vegetation. Sometimes called a cross plot, bivariate plot or a scatter diagram. 
Spatial resolution - The level of the spatial detail depicted in the image. 
Spectral reflectance - Measured for a specified wavelength of the incident radiant flux. 
Specular reflection - A surface is smaller in height variations than the wavelength of the incident energy. 
The surface acts as a smooth reflector and most of the incident energy is reflected in a forward direction. 
Spectral Resolution - Range of wavebands incorporated into a particular spectral channel I band of the 
sensor. Sometimes number of channels I bands of the sensor. 
SPOT - Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre; French polar- orbiting, Earth resources satellite. 
SWIR - short wave infra red. 
-l 
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